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In 1884, James Hall found in the town of Greenfield, Saratoga
County, New York, some peculiar concentric circular structures it:
the Upper Cambrian limestone which he recognized as organic,
but did not know where to place them, so he gave them the name
of "C'Y"O&OON "oli/fruln," the generic name meaning hidden ani
mal life and the specific name indicating their abundance.

He' described them as follows: In the town of Greenfield.
Saratoga County there occurs a bed of limestone which presents a
very remarkable appearance, the surface being nearly covered by
closely arranged circular or subdrcular discs which are made up
of concentric laminae, closely resembling in general aspects the
structure of Siomoloporo. It very often happens that within thes.;
larger discs there occur two or more smaller ones, each with its own
concentric structure and exterior limitation, and appearing as if
buddinl from the parent mass. A further examination shows that
the entire form of these masses is hemispheric or turbinate, with
the broadest face exposed upon the upper surface of the lime·
.tone layer: that their growth haa bel\lO from a point below. and
rapidly expanding upwards, has often extended one or two feet in
eliameter as now shown upon the surface of the limestone bed. At
~ .iAale exposure on the farm of Mr. Hoyt, the surface of the
lime.tone is covered by these bodies for many rods in extent. The
entire area of the cellar beneath the house of Mr. Hoyt is covered
by these hemispehic masses with concentric structure. For a dis
tance of one or two miles to the southward the outcrop of tblt lime
stone can be traced. and everywhere presenting the same character'i
in the presence of these masses. Large numbers of specimens of
various size have been weathered out and lie scattered oYer'the sur
fue. This fossil has also been found at Little Fall" Herkime:
Coaal1, New York."

For tWeDt)' five or Thirty years little further liaht was tbrown
apoa these forms uatil Walcott discovered the vast alpI deposih.
of the Belt IimutoDel in the AJaoDkian qf MOIltaaa. After 1bIclJ-
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mg the numerous genera and species from this and from various
Cambrian horizons he recognized CrYllo.oOff 1r0"1""- as rep
resenting deposits made by one of the blue green algae.

In an exchange of fossils with Lawrence College a specimen of
Cryptozoon proliferu". was sent from the Lower Magnesian lime
~tone of central Wisconsin and some agatized beds from the base of
the Lower Magnesian limestone from near New Londoo, Wiscon
~in. which seems to have a similar structure.

Accordingly it is of considerable interest that a bed near the top
e,f the Arbuckle limestone in the southwestern part of the Arbuckle
Mountains contains numerous specimens of this or a closely aUied
species. (See fjgures 1 and 2.) The bed containing them extends
ior several miles along the strike of the rocks along the Arbuckle
i ront. At this horizon the specimens seem pretty definitely re
itricted to a single bed and the bed occurs a few feet below a
peculiarly brecciated limestone. This seems to suggest that the algae
lived in moderately shallow water and this seems to coocur with
evidence as to the shallow water origin of many of the early algae
~lsewhere. At a level several thousand feet lower in the Arbuckle.
"ome of the same species were found, and just above them a con
'{Iomerate bed containing rounded nodules of chert giving evidence
rhat they were ~hallow water forms at this horizon allo.
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PLATE V

Fit'. I. ~r)'t"I()"11 "r"lifcrllttl IX 1-10\ in beel of Arbuckle lim<'
.t•.1\1.'. ~\". 17. T. !. ~. I{ I E.. ~{l1rray Co.. Okla.

F•• 2. Cryptl)loon proliferum IX }k) showing two eroded sped
mt:ns iIIustratinll the concentric howl-like structure. Locality
U obon.
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